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Goals

 � Understand the role that ArcGIS Enterprise components play 
      in managing and sharing GIS resources.

 � Manage access to shared resources and create descriptive 
      information so that portal users can easily discover resources 
      and assess their usefulness for their projects.

 � Publish maps, feature layers, vector tile layers, and other GIS 
      resources to an ArcGIS Enterprise portal.

 � Apply expert techniques to optimise maps and layers before 
      publishing to ensure high performance and an excellent user 
     experience.

Prerequisites

Completion of Introduction to ArcGIS Pro for GIS Newcomers 
or Migrating from ArcMap to ArcGIS Pro or equivalent working 
knowledge.

Contact Us

For GIS training enquiries and bookings visit esriuk.com/learning,  
email us at learning@esriuk.com or call us on 01296 745504

Topics Covered

 � Introduction to ArcGIS Enterprise. The ArcGIS geoinformation 
      model; Identifying ArcGIS geoinformation model components;    
      Base ArcGIS Enterprise deployment; Accessing portal 
     content; Discovering a portal item’s details.

 � Adding items to the portal. Data storage for items created 
      in the portal; Adding portal items that are supported by a 
      service; Working with portal items and services; Improving the 
      searchability of portal items; Modifying portal layers.

 � Sharing content in ArcGIS Enterprise. Sharing portal items; 
      Considerations for creating a group; Configuring a shared 
       update group; Using web apps to share content.

 � Sharing GIS resources using ArcGIS Pro. Accessing portal 
      content in ArcGIS Pro; Fundamental sharing models; 
      Comparing the sharing models; Making data accessible to 
      ArcGIS Server.

 � Publishing workflow for ArcGIS-managed data. Benefits 
      of ArcGIS-managed data; Data hosted by ArcGIS Data Store; 
      Discover the settings for feature layer views; Data hosted by 
      the hosting server; Identifying the data storage location.

 � Publishing workflow for user-managed data. Benefits of user-
      managed data; Registering data stores in ArcGIS Pro; Web   
      layers that can reference a registered data store; User-
      managed versus ArcGIS-managed.

 � Understanding the performance of layers. Portal layer 
      performance; Evaluating the performance of portal layers;     
      Identifying the role of a map layer; Selecting the optimal role 
      for a map layer.

 � Optimising basemap layers. Cached layers as basemaps; 
      Creating optimised custom basemap layers; Types of portal 
      layers that can function as basemaps, Working with vector tile 
      layers.

 � Optimising operational layers. Optimisation techniques for 
      operational layers; Identifying examples of operational layers.

 � Using optimised layers in a map. Identifying the components 
      of a map; Publishing a web map.

Overview 

Bring your enterprise GIS portal to life.

Web maps, apps, and other authoritative GIS resources are the lifeblood of an ArcGIS Enterprise portal website. This course covers 
key workflows and best practices to add resources to your portal and make them easily accessible. Get the information you need 
to efficiently share a variety of resources that support operational workflows, collaboration within and across business lines, and the 
ability of portal users to infuse their projects with location-based insight.
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